EDITOR'S MEMO

This kind of thing had been happening to me ever since we started putting together the cover stories for this issue of Connection. There I was looking at an advertisement in another magazine, heralding, "Dubai: Your New Base for World Markets," and I was seeing my long-lost stamp collection. Seeing a blue postage stamp from Dubai.

The stamp depicted the New York City World's Fair of 1964, surrounded by a mix of English and Arabic words. Like stamps from the other "Trucial States," Dubai's portrayed the obligatory sheikh, but also U.S. satellites and things American like the New York City skyline. The stamps were glossy and modern. My brother, a fellow stamp collector, and I thought they were "fake."

We also discerned—from the stamps—that the Trucial States were Arab, newly rich, and somehow connected with the West.

The reason for my nostalgia was simple. The cover stories in this issue of Connection explore our relationship with the world around us. For me, that relationship began with stamps.

Eventually, I swapped my entire stamp collection, "Statesman" album and all, for one football card of an all-pro New York Giants defensive back. As trades go, it was a mugging. Nonetheless, I was lucky. With encouragement from our parents, my brothers and sisters and I held on to our collections long enough to pick up a lasting sense of the world.

Enough so that when Azerbaijan fought in the streets early this year, I pictured paper-thin stamps from Azerbaijan, the image of a farmer against the sunrise, and the ominous overprint: "Occupation." Some years earlier when Britain engaged Argentina in the Falkland Islands, and too many Americans said the "What Islands?", I remembered my Falklands stamps depicting sheep and fishing boats, all under the watchful eye of Queen Elizabeth.

My context for the Tiananmen Square massacre came from an early lesson in geopolitics. My oldest brother, having moved to Canada where trade relations with the Communist world were maintained, was able to "smuggle" us a set of stamps depicting gymnasts from the People's Republic of China. We would surely be arrested if caught with the "Red" Chinese stamps in the United States, we thought.

Poster-style tributes to workers and tractors aroused our suspicions about East Bloc countries. The queen's visage on stamps from places like the Seychelles in the Indian Ocean taught us of colonialism. We puzzled over richly colored stamps from Croatia and other places that had seemed to disappear from the face of the earth, at least temporarily.

It was up to the schools to fine-tune our images of the world, to tell us, for example, that the Orange Free State was not a citrus paradise, but a land of apartheid. But the teachers would have had little chance at success had it not been for rainy afternoons at home, hovering over the stamp album.

It turns out, our avocation had blinded me to one important fact: On average, Americans have an atrocious understanding of geography and foreign culture. That problem, of course, has commanded new attention with the realization that knowledge of geography is now a pocketbook issue.

Our lead story is based on the premise that foreign markets are growing faster than U.S. markets, that the world is "shrinking." If we want to maintain a decent standard of living, we had better start understanding our world.

As of 1987, exports represented only 6 percent of U.S. gross domestic product, compared with 26 percent in West Germany, 23 percent in Canada, and 10 percent in Japan, according to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

Leaders of New England economic development and trade agencies say a lack of international cultural awareness among executives and entrepreneurs is a chief reason many businesses have not begun exporting. Could we perhaps suggest a hobby for those folks?
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